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Abstract. [Purpose] To determine the effects of forward head posture on static and dynamic balance control. [Subjects and Methods] This study included 30 participants who were included into a forward head posture group (n = 14) and a control group (n = 16) according to their craniovertebral angles. Static balance control was assessed according to center of gravity sway velocity and total sway distance using an automatic balance calibration system. Dynamic balance control was assessed using the diagnosis mode of a body-tilt training and measurement system. [Results] Sway velocities on a hard surface with eyes open and closed and those on an unstable sponge surface with eyes closed were significantly higher in the forward head posture group than in the control group. Furthermore, on both the hard and sponge surfaces in the eyes open and closed conditions, total sway distances were significantly higher in the forward head posture group than in the control group. Results of dynamic balance control were not significantly different between groups. [Conclusion] Forward head posture has a greater effect on static balance control than on dynamic balance control. Key words: Forward head posture, Static balance control, Dynamic balance control

INTRODUCTION

In forward head posture (FHP), the head protrudes forward from the sagittal plane and appears to be positioned in front of the body, and this condition is considered the most common postural deformity. FHP increases extension of the atlanto-occipital joint and the upper cervical vertebrae as well as flexion of the lower cervical and upper thoracic vertebrae. Furthermore, this posture causes persistent and abnormal contraction of the suboccipital, neck, and shoulder muscles. In FHP, the center of gravity (COG) of the head shifts in the anterosuperior direction, increasing the load on the neck, which causes dysfunction of the musculoskeletal, neuronal, and vascular systems. Additionally, the muscles around the head and shoulders, including the trapezius, sternocleidomastoid, suboccipital, and temporal, are affected by FHP, which further worsens postural deformity. These changes cause persistent and abnormal pressure in the muscles, fascia, and nerves of the neck and shoulders, and rounding of the shoulders occurs to compensate for this deficit, which in turn, causes a high load on the superior trapezius and levator scapula muscles. All of these changes eventually cause tension neck syndrome. Persistent tension in the head and posterior neck muscles can pathologically mimic tension headache. Additionally, FHP alters the COG of the body that lead to mechanical modifications related to postural control in the torso and every joint. The body attempts to adapt to these changes by altering its balance control mechanisms; these adaptations decrease balance ability while performing different activities and increase the risk of falling and musculoskeletal injury, and ultimately result in limited body function and a high incidence of various diseases.

Previous studies on FHP have focused on postural change according to specific conditions, such as the use of a smartphone or computer, or measurement of spinal deformity due to such abnormal posture; however, few studies have evaluated the effects of FHP on balance control. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to determine the effects of FHP on static and dynamic balance control.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

The present study included 30 individuals with no history of neuromuscular or spinal disease or surgery in the neck or spinal vertebrae. These individuals had not previously participated in a study similar to the present study. They were sufficiently explained the experimental procedures but were not informed of the purpose before the start of the study. The study was approved by the Research and Ethics Committee of Cheongju University. The craniovertebral angle was measured in all participants, and based on the results, participants were divided into an FHP group (craniovertebral angle <53°, n = 14) and a control group (craniovertebral angle ≥53°, n = 16)8–10). A common method of assessing FHP is by observing findings on lateral view images10, 11), which was adopted in the present study. The base of the camera was set at the height of the participant’s shoulder. The tragus of the ear was marked, and a plastic pointer was taped to the skin overlying the spinous process of the C7 vertebra. Then, the craniovertebral angle—defined as the angle between a horizontal line passing through C7 and a line extending from the tragus of the ear to C7—was measured.

Static balance control was assessed using an automatic balance calibration system (I Balance S; CyberMedic Co., Iksan, Korea). This system measures the COG, sway velocity of COG, and total sway distance from the COG using 4 load cells installed with a force plate. Participants stood on the instrument with both feet separated comfortably and both hands placed on the chest. Measurements were taken on a hard surface and an unstable sponge surface with their eyes open and closed12).

Dynamic balance control was assessed using the diagnosis mode of a body-tilt training and measurement system (Spine Balance 3D, CyberMedic Co.). The diagnosis mode can be adjusted by manually introducing a tilt of up to 30° with a motor at a speed of 2°/s in 8 directions, including left-rear-right-right-diagonal, and a stop at 30° for 5 s, which is the apex for each direction. The screen of the instrument turns black to minimize visual feedback during tilting in the 8 different directions. Furthermore, participants used a 9-axis inertial measurement unit sensor with 0.1° resolution, and were instructed to maintain an initial trunk posture during tilting of the footplate. For evaluating the results, each zone from A to E was divided in 2° intervals from the origin, and then conformity of the truck sensor, system direction, and tilt angle were compared. Participants maintained their postures depending on tilting of the footplate, and when the posture changed by more than 2°, the target was moved from the origin and conformity among the trunk sensor, system direction, and tilt angle decreased. Using this procedure, the score varied, depending on elapsed time and zone, from 100 in zone A to 80 in zone B, 60 in zone C, 40 in zone D, and 20 in zone E. Balance posture ratio was expressed by converting elapsed time and score in each zone into percentage. In the current study, balance posture ratio was used to assess trunk maintenance capacity. The score evaluates deviation from the center, with a low score indicating high stability13).

The paired t test was used to compare balance control between the FHP and control groups. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 20.0 for Windows (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

General characteristics of the participants are presented in Table 1. The results of static balance control, including COG sway velocity and total sway distance, and dynamic balance control are presented in Tables 2–4.

On the hard surface, COG sway velocities with the eyes open and closed conditions were significantly higher in the FHP group than in the control group (p < 0.05). On the unstable sponge surface, COG sway velocity with the eyes open was not different between groups; however, COG sway velocity with eyes closed was significantly higher in the FHP group than in the control groups (p < 0.05). Furthermore, on both the hard and sponge surfaces, COG total sway distances with eyes open and closed were significantly higher in the FHP group than in the control group (p < 0.05). The results of dynamic balance control, although slightly different, were not significant.

DISCUSSION

Balance control is evaluated by measuring the time taken to maintain a fixed posture or COG according to postural sway, changes in muscle action potential and joint angle, or motion analysis14). Postural sway measurement is most widely used for evaluating balance control and provides information on sensory changes according to alterations in standing surface or during vision block; this measurement helps determine balance control based on COG sway status of the body15). If the COG of the body shift from its normal position, high muscle activity is needed to recover from this unstable position16). Therefore, in conditions of structural imbalance, such as FHP, it is difficult to properly adjust changes in the external environment because the autonomic nervous system has a decreased ability to respond to external stimulation17).

In our study, static balance control was significantly worse in the FHP group than in the control group, except for COG sway velocity on an unstable sponge surface with the eyes open. However, no significant difference was noted in dynamic balance control between groups, possibly because of high overall activity of the postural maintenance muscles during measurement of dynamic balance control.

A previous study reported that FHP does not largely influence static balance control due to the compensatory actions of
the body to maintain stability in the standing position\(^{18}\). However, participants in this previous study were children. COG is generally lower in children than in adults, and therefore, postural deformity might have had a low impact on balance control in that study. Another previous study evaluated postural control after inducing FHP in college students with normal posture, and found no problems with postural control\(^{19}\). This result may have been because the participants did not have postural deformity associated with the musculoskeletal system and they were aware of the study purpose. In the present study, a difference was noted in balance control between the FHP and control groups because participants in the FHP group had structural changes in the musculoskeletal system due to FHP. Additionally, in the present study, the difference in static balance control was higher in those with their eyes closed than in those with their eyes open, indicating that vision plays an important role in balance control\(^{20}\).

The present study had some limitations. First, it may be difficult to generalize the findings of the present study to the general population or individuals with a history of disease because the participants were healthy adult men and women. Second, other factors besides FHP that could influence balance control were not assessed. Therefore, further studies are needed to identify the effects of other factors on balance control by investigating various factors that contribute to balance control in participants of various ages and patients with FHP.

In conclusion, FHP has a greater effect on static balance control than on dynamic balance control. Therefore, static balance training may help patients overcome problems associated with FHP. However, further studies are needed to confirm the beneficial effects of static balance training in patients with FHP.
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